ART. 194]
ELLIPSOIDS.
Let r, 6 be the polar coordinates of an element of area at 8 of the generating circle referred to P as origin and PC as axis of as.    The potential is then
*^ sin
since, as in the last example, one term of the integral is zero. Let us integrate this first with regard to r. Then using the geometrical relations connecting 0, 0, p, pe given in the last article, we find
-----= f cos 6d6 ^  ~ ^ = 2 I . / (1 - pr> sin2 0 J a? cos2 <j>d<f>.
The limits of sin 0 are - a/JR to a/H and those of 0 are - JTT to JTT.
Let us integrate the double integral first with regard to 8. Let the circle whose centre is P and radius r-PS cut the generating circle in T, T'. Let the angles. CPT=dv PCT-\j/. Then
sin 0j_=sin ^ (a/r),    r2=.R2 + a2 - 2aJR cos i//.
F                                                               #
We now find      =------:—^ = frdr. 2 sin 0-,= JaB sm i//d^. 2 sin ^ - ,
27TyU sin jS,                        •                                                              ^
the limits of ^ are evidently 0 to TT. This is equivalent to the second expression-given above. The second expression for F agrees with that given by Dyson, Phil. Trans. 1893, p. 55.
/.   Ex. 2.   Express the potential of a solid anchor ring in elliptic functions. * J2=l-A;2sin20, k = alR< then
Let
I=Jcos2
=J sin2 <f>Xd<j> + tf J sin2 by integrating by parts.   The integrated part is zero at each limit.
> - 2f+ J(l - sin2 Substituting for sin2 <p its value in terms of Z, we find
where the limits throughout are 0=0 to ^TT.
Attraction of Ellipsoids.                       ^,-
194. For the sake of brevity we shall adopt in this section two new terms taken from Thomson and Tait's Natural Philosophy.
.A^omogQ^ is a shell bounded by two surfaces similar and similarly situated with regard to each other. In what follows we shall somewhat restrict this definition and use the term only when the shell is bounded by concentric ellipsoids.
A^£§|o£rf is a shell bounded by two confocal ellipsoids.
Thomson and Tait restrict these terms to infinitely thin sholls, but it will be convenient for us to use them in a more general sense, distinguishing the shells as thick or thin according as the thickness is finite or infinitely small.
A shell bounded by two similar and similarly situated surfaces
P I

